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Local is Lekker
As the World, and South Africa, celebrate International Tourism Day after the
National Heritage long-weekend this year, our beautiful country is calling out to
be explored by us all. 
 
SAACI with its #LetsMeet campaign aims in getting us all up and away from our
PC screens. 
 
This is a timely call after the President’s announcement last night, which moved
the country to Adjusted Alert Level 1 effective immediately. 
 
Among the changes announced that affects the industry includes:

The hours of curfew changed to 00h00 – 04h00
The maximum number of people permitted to gather indoors will
increase to 750 and outdoors to 2,000, or 50% of the venue capacity
if it is too small to accommodate these numbers
Closing time for establishments is 23h00
The sale of alcohol will be permitted according to normal licence
provisions. No alcohol may be sold after 23h00

The President further announced that Vooma Vaccination weekends would be
rolled out to increase the number of vaccinations in the country. 
 
He also confirmed that he has spoken to the UK Prime Minister, Boris Johnson,
about South Africa’s red list status and both were “hopeful of a positive
outcome when the issue comes up for review in the next few days”. 
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With this welcomed news, we are optimistic that we will continue to see green
shoots as confidence builds, and we will continue to work safely to get in-
person interaction, meetings and events moving again. 
 
We remain committed to a phased approach as a way to assist building
sustainability and growth. Our call to our partners, both government and
corporate, is that we follow an approach that keeps the Business Events
Industry moving. 
 
A STOP – START approach, as we experienced a year ago, will be detrimental
to the entire industry. 
 
So, Let’s Meet safely, responsibly, and Let’s Go to places that bring us peace
and create more memories as we reconnect with our beautiful land.

SAACI National AGM –
Monday 18, October
2021 
 
The National AGM notification has
been circulated the link to the
notification can be found here. 
 
Changes to the Associations’ AGM
are being proposed, please find the
voting link here. 
 
We are also proposing a refreshed
logo change, please provide us with
your feedback on question 12 here.

AGM Notification

UIF_TERS Update 
Our work continues to get this matter
and issues resolved for members we
have engaged with. 
It has been frustrating, but we wish
to assure members that all avenues,
inclusive of high-level discussions
are happening. 
SAACI is clear, we will not leave the
table and we are determined to get
this resolved for our members and
the broader Business Events
Industry.

Article
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Industry vaccination
survey
We support each company and
individual’s right to choose whether
they wish to drive vaccination or not. 
For those who support vaccination,
we would be grateful for 4 minutes of
your time to complete this industry-
wide survey on:

Extent of vaccination in your
organisation
Support for a vaccination drive
in your organisation
Support for a vaccination
stamp for verified tourism
businesses
Intention to implement a
vaccination policy for staff and
guests

To complete the survey, please click
on the link below.  
This survey will close on October 8.
Your personal details will be kept
anonymous, and the results will be
reported in aggregate.

Survey Link

#Jab4Events is
endorsed by the SAACI
National Board
 
SAACI supports society’s need for
the vaccination as it will allow for
greater freedom of work and
engagement, particularly within the
Business Events industry. 
 
The Association is clear, it’s an
individual choice to get vaccinated,
but it is a society impediment that the
more citizens vaccinate, the more
freedom of movement will take
place. 
 
The safety of members and how we
meet may be improved by more
citizens getting vaccinated.  
 
Until such time, we may find our
industry in a stringent open and
closed approach as has happened
over the past 18 months. 
 
Hence the #JAB4EVENTS is
intended not only to get us open but
to save lives and livelihoods.
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Tourism Transformation
Fund and the Green
Tourism Incentive
Programme
The Department of Tourism calls on
eligible enterprises to apply for the
Tourism Transformation Fund (TTF),
and the Green Tourism Incentive
Programme (GTIP) from today, 01
October 2021.  
 
The TTF provides a combination of
grant funding. 
 
The GTIP assists private sector
tourism enterprises in reducing the
cost of investing in more energy and
water efficient operations.

Link to more information

South Africa’s doors are
OPEN
We encourage members to share
and drive the messaging that South
Africa is Open to Host your event. 
 
With our partners the South African
National Convention Bureau
(SANCB), who released its
#LetsMeetAgain campaign with a 15
second video below. 
 
Let’s collaborate and unlock more
opportunities for growth – For
Learning – For Life. Let’s Open and
let all industries meet in-person to
rebuild together. 
 
Please see link below for you to
share.

Download Link for Video
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As October arrives, we know, many are feeling tired albeit a little optimistic as
we have somehow found resilience, we urge you to take a ME MOMENT and
be kind to yourself. After that be kind to one another, we have shared before
that we are all in this together, it’s the level of the challenges that differ. 
 
So, let’s be present in mind, body and soul as well tackle the last few months of
2021.  
 
Stay safe, and stay in touch,  
The SAACI Team

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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